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Abstract This paper presents a deep learning approach for ear localization and
recognition. The comparable complexity between human outer ear and face in terms
of its uniqueness and permanence has increased interest in the use of ear as a biomet-
ric. But similar to face recognition, it poses challenges such as illumination, contrast,
rotation, scale, and pose variation. Most of the techniques used for ear biometric
authentication are based on traditional image processing techniques or handcrafted
ensemble features. Owing to extensive work in the field of computer vision using
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG),
the feasibility of deep neural networks (DNNs) in the field of ear biometrics has
been explored in this research paper. A framework for ear localization and recogni-
tion is proposed that aims to reduce the pipeline for a biometric recognition system.
The proposed framework uses HOG with support vector machines (SVMs) for ear
localization and CNN for ear recognition. CNNs combine feature extraction and ear
recognition tasks into one network with an aim to resolve issues such as variations
in illumination, contrast, rotation, scale, and pose. The feasibility of the proposed
technique has been evaluated on USTB III database. This work demonstrates 97.9%
average recognition accuracy using CNNs without any image preprocessing, which
shows that the proposed approach is promising in the field of biometric recognition.
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1 Introduction

As a form of security enhancement, human traits are being used extensively for bio-
metric authentication. The most prominent biometric used today are face, iris, and
fingerprint. However, there are some major drawbacks with them such as illumi-
nation, intrusiveness, facial makeup, expressions, surgical alterations, birth defects,
and physical changes with aging. Hence, researchers are finding different recognition
techniques for better security. In recent years, using human ear as a biometric trait
has become a popular choice. Descartes Biometrics developed an app for Android
that uses ear as a password [5]. An iOS application was developed that allows a
medical practitioner to search the medical data on using patient’s ear as the key [3].

The motivation behind the present study derives from extensive work done in
the field of image recognition using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and
histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) feature extraction technique [9, 23, 24]. This
paper demonstrates the use of CNNs for the task of ear recognition and achieves
very high scale-invariant ear localization accuracy using a simple (HOG+SVM)
framework on a multi-scale image pyramid.

It is stated that most of recognition techniques give very poor accuracy when
applied directly on acquired images [12]. Reported works have suggested addition
of new image enhancement and feature extraction stages in the image preprocessing
pipeline for making recognition invariant to scale, rotation, illumination, etc. [2, 27].
Hence, LeCun et al. [23] have suggested a traditional recognition framework which
is preceded by a feature extraction step to extract relevant information from images
(training samples). These features (or vectors) are then fed into a generic classifier,
which classifies them into one-hot-encoded classes. Extracting features on the basis
of performance of classifiers is found to be a much better approach [19, 23]. Hence,
CNNs are suitable for such a scenario as they extract relevant features and train the
end classifier pivoting on backpropagation algorithm. As a result, any explicit feature
extraction pipeline was eliminated.

1.1 Detection

Ear detection is an important preliminary step for ear biometrics. In the literature,
researchers achieve detection of ear in a given profile face using image processing
pipeline similar to skin detection [4], skin segmentation [29], edge computation [41],
ear-candidates generation by frequent subgraph mining [28], and template matching
[6]. However, some researchers preferred to achieve it manually.

Prakash and Gupta [31] achieved a ear localization accuracy of 94% over 150
individuals which involved skin segmentation followed by template matching. Yan
and Bowyer [41] used contour information while Yuan and Mu [43] used skin color
and contour information to localize the ear and edges to detect ear pit. Chen andBhanu
[4] presented a template matching approach which used canny edge detector for
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segregating convex and concave images. Researchers have also focused on assuming
a shape for the ear, e.g., elliptical [4], wavelet based [32] or average of known ear
images [31].

Clearly, the detection pipeline in recent literature depends upon texture and edge
information for localization of ear. However, the proposed HOG+SVM technique
involves only two steps, calculation of gradients on the image and classification
using pre-trained SVM on given dataset. There are no pre-assumptions regarding the
background or shape of the ear. Moreover, HOG feature extraction has advantage of
lower complexity in terms of computational time and greater accuracy as compared
to popular feature extraction like Gabor filters and Haar features [9, 34, 37].

1.2 Recognition

In the past decade, most of the work in ear recognition have focused on identifying
new features and representations from ear images.

Apart fromholistic techniques such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA),wavelet
transforms [32, 39], Gabor wavelets [22], log-Gabor filters [18, 21], 2-D quadrature
filters [7] which are applied on the entire image, another common way of feature
extraction is extracting local image information by dividing an image into many
small windows and applying transforms on them. Sparse representation of localized
Radon transform created a robust ear representation [20]while an extension of princi-
pal components analysis (PCA) was applied to create new features from the features
calculated from input image to make recognition less sensitive to environmental
variations [15]. Calculating local information for forming new feature set was also
suggested [42]. Force-field transformations proved efficient as they achieved 99.2%
accuracy on XM2VTS dataset [16]. Moreover, a modular neural network achieved a
recognition accuracy of 75.44% using USTB dataset [33]. Image contrast enhance-
ment techniques such as scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) with artificial bee
colony (ABC) algorithm, histogram equalization, and contrast-limited adaptive his-
togram equalization (CLAHE) have also been explored [12].

The performance of approaches based on 2D images rely on pose and illumina-
tion variation. Hence, 3D ear images have also been proposed in order to overcome
these problems [25, 28, 30] as 3D models contain depth information which fur-
ther enhances the accuracy of a biometric system. However, using 3D models as a
biometric would lead to bulky databases and a slow verification system.

In this paper, a HOG-based descriptor for localization of ear and CNN for recog-
nition is proposed. HOG computes gradients to classify images. Localized ear is
cropped and fed into CNN for recognition which combine the feature extraction and
ear recognition. CNNs have the ability to identify which features are most suitable
for recognition on the particular training set and learn specific features resulting in
most optimized recognition. Hence, it eliminates the need for handcrafted features.
The proposed methodology is summarized in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Proposed pipeline

The paper is organized as follows, the proposed methodology along with HOG
and CNN is described in Sect. 2. The dataset used and performance evaluation is
presented in Sect. 3. Conclusions based on the experimental results are presented in
Sect. 4.

2 Proposed Method

A biometric systemmainly consists of of image preprocessing, detection, and recog-
nition. In subsequent sections, detection and recognition methodology used is dis-
cussed. Preprocessing is minimal; that is, the acquired images were normalized and
grayscaled.

2.1 Ear Localization

Object localization consists of three basic steps, viz. choosing a feature descriptor,
training a classifier on positive and negative samples of the object, and classification
of pixels inside scanning window using the trained classifier. Different approaches
varies in types of feature descriptor and the generic classifier chosen.

Two major approaches which are used for ear localization are Haar feature-based
cascade classifier [37] and HOG with SVM [8, 26]. Both techniques have been
applied on a multi-scale image pyramid representation of the side profile image for
scale-invariant ear detection.

In HOG, an object appearance and shape is characterized by intensity gradients
or edge directions. The image window is divided into many small regions. The
gradients of an image is calculated. Moreover, the computed gradient is converted
to polar coordinates to accommodate gradient directions.

The flowchart in Fig. 2 describes the procedure for ear detection. The first step is
to generate an image pyramid for each image in the training dataset which ensures
that the object detector is scale invariant. For each region, a histogram of gradient
directions is calculated over the pixels. Then, the cells are grouped to perform nor-
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Fig. 2 Flowchart of ear localization methodology

malization across 2× 2 cells. The normalized features are concatenated as a single
HOG feature descriptor.

A classifier (linear SVM) is trained on extracted features using large number of
positive and negative samples of the object (ear). When a test image is fed as input,
pixels inside a scanningwindoware classified using the trained classifier.Generally, it
is found that the detector generates several overlapping bounding boxes for a detected
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image. Hence, non-maximum suppression is used to generate final bounding box.
Figures4 and 5 shows the performance of (HOG+SVM) on USTB III dataset.

2.2 Ear Recognition

The problem of ear recognition is very similar to that of face recognition. It faces
problem of bad illumination, pose variation, and occlusion. Recognition models
are generally unable to overcome problems such as local deformation, rotation, or
translation.

CNNs possess certain characteristic concepts such as local receptive fields, shared
weights, and subsamplingwhichmakes it capable to overcome aforementioned prob-
lems. In this paper, a CNN structure depicted in Fig. 3 is considered for feature
extraction and classification.

The CNN architecture chosen is a standard network used for image recognition.
However, the architecture is much smaller as compared to very recent architectures
used for large-scale general image recognition. As in our case, the number of objects
to be learned is much smaller, a moderate-sized network turned out to be fast and
sufficient enough to classify less than 100 individuals.

The appliedCNNarchitecture canbedescribed as [I N PUT − CONV − RELU
− POOL − CONV − RELU − POOL − FC1− FC2− OUT PUT ] where
CONV : convolutional layer, RELU : rectified linear unit, POOL: max pooling
layer, FC : fully connected.

The parameters of CNN were optimized using Adagrad optimizer [10] in which
different learning rates are calculated for different parameters θ. Assuming, for t th
time step and i th parameter, the gradient of the cost function is

gt,i = �θ J (θi ) (1)

According to Adagrad update,

θt+1,i = θt,i − η
√
Gt,i i + ε

gt,i (2)

Fig. 3 Proposed convolutional neural network for ear recognition
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Fig. 4 Cropped ears: localization performance of HOG + SVM

Fig. 5 Test image and cropped ear after localization

Here, Gt is a d × d diagonal matrix. Every element i i is summation of squares of
gradients w.r.t θi upto time step t .

However, in stochastic gradient descent (SGD), the algorithm has a fixed learning
rate.

θt+1,i = θt,i − ηgt,i (3)

Hence, Adagrad optimizer automatically manipulates the learning rate to achieve
a better accuracy.

Hyperparameters such as kernel size or number of layers are used to tune the
performance of a machine learning model for unseen data. SigOpt was used to iden-
tify best hyperparameters [35, 38]. SigOpt creates a feedback loop between model
performance and different values for hyperparameters.

To further improve the performance on the validation set, dropout and L2 regu-
larization were employed [36]. Dropout prevents co-adaptation by nullifying nodes
in the network. L2 regularization or weight decay selects the smallest values for dif-
ferent parameters by penalizing for large weights. The weights or parameters were
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initialized with a defined variance, which ensured that the problem of vanishing gra-
dients is eliminated. Moreover, weight initialization improved consistency of results
[1, 13]. Batch normalization was employed which resolves the problem of inter-
nal covariate shift [17]. Applying these techniques together during training had a
compounding effect on performance of model.

3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, the proposed algorithm has been analyzed and evaluated by per-
forming various experiments on the ear recognition task using the USTB III dataset.
A comparative performance has been carried out against some of the existing ear
recognition schemes such as wavelet transforms [14], log-Gabor filters [21] and
image enhancement techniques [12].

The recognition rates in all the experiments are computed for the correct number
of matches out of the total ears used for testing. The various performance measures
used are defined as follows:

Precisionmicro = tp1 + ...+ tpk
tp1 + ...+ tpk + f p1 + ...+ f pk

(4)

Recallmicro = tp1 + ...+ tpk
tp1 + ...+ tpk + f n1 + ...+ f nk

(5)

Precisionmacro = Precision1 + ...+ Precisionk
k

(6)

Recallmacro = Recall1 + ...+ Recallk
k

(7)

where, tp = true positives, f p = false positives, f n = false negatives, tn = true
negatives.

3.1 Dataset

The University of Science and Technology in Beijing (USTB) provides three
databases for public use. The USTB III ear dataset contains side profile images
of face. The database contains images from 79 subjects, each image having a reso-
lution of 768× 576. Each subject has approximately 10 uncropped images (a total
of 785 images).
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3.2 Detection

For ear detection, the dataset was divided into 60:40 as training data and test data.
For Haar cascade classifier, the standard pre-trained model of ear was used. But, the
classifier was unable to detect ears in images with pose variations. The detector could
detect earswith 74.5%accuracy. ForHOG+SVMdetector, while training the detector
achieved an accuracy of 97.02% (457 out of 471 images). The trained detector when
used over all images was able to locate an ear in 775 images (Out of a total of 785
images), i.e., an accuracy of 98.72%.

Haar features or other wavelets are good for texture-based characterization as
it relies on difference in intensities in their vicinity. But, in object detection, edge
orientation is very important to identify objects.HOGdescriptors dependon the shape
of the object using gradient orientations. Hence, HOG has a better performance than
Haar for ear localization.

3.3 Recognition

The dataset contains 8− 10 uncropped images per person. However, the dataset was
unbalanced (as the number of images per personwas unequal). So, gamma correction
was used for data augmentation using following equation. Gamma correction also
simulates the effects of uneven lighting. After data augmentation, there were 14
images per person. These images were then divided in the ratio of 8:4:2 as training,
validation, and test dataset, respectively.

I2 = A × I γ
1 (8)

In our case, A = 1, γ ε (0.5, 1.5) was used.
The convolutional neural network optimized using Adagrad optimizer (incorpo-

rating adaptive learning rate) obtained an average recognition accuracy of 97.9% on
the test dataset (Fig. 6). The CNN also used dropout with a keep probability of 0.5
for incorporating regularization into the network.

For recognition, several variations in parameters for CNN were used before
finally arriving at the aforementioned architecture. It was found that applying image
enhancement techniques just before CNN allows it to converge much quickly. How-
ever, the recognition accuracy saturates around 75%.

To asses the performance of the trained recognition network, confusion matrix
was computed which is visualized as a heat map in Fig. 7. The different columns
represent the predicted label by trained network, while the rows represent the ground
truth. The diagonal shows number of correct predictions, which makes it is easy to
identify mis-classified classes.
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Fig. 6 Precision and recall
of proposed CNN

Fig. 7 Confusion matrix of
CNN

3.4 Comparative Performance

This section compares performance of proposed method with some of the other
prominent techniques which have used the similar dataset.

Yuan andMu [43] achieved an accuracyof 90%used active shapemodel for detect-
ing ears. Further, they used full-space linear discriminant Analysis (FSLDA) for rec-
ognizing ears. Xie and Mu [40] used local linear embedding (LLE) for nonlinear
dimensionality reduction. Initially, they obtained an accuracy of 60.75% accounting
for all poses. However, they developed a better LLE model which had a recogni-
tion rate of 80% for ear poses in the range [−10, 20] and 90% for ear poses in the
range [0, 10]. Hai-Long and Zhi-Chun [14] used orthogonal centroid algorithm over
low-frequency sub images and achieved an accuracy of 97.2%.

Galdmez et al. [11] used CNN over Avila’s police school dataset and Bisite videos
dataset and reported an accuracy of 94.79% and 40.13%, respectively. Kumar andWu
[21] achieved a recognition rate of 96.27% over IITD dataset while Ghoualmi et al.
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Fig. 8 Comparative
performance of the proposed
methodology (numbers in
parenthesis denote no. of
subjects)

[12] achieved 97.15% and 94.79% over USTB I and USTB II datasets, respectively.
In Fig. 8, recentmethodology is comparedwith a comparable subject count. Proposed
method achieves highest recognition rate of 97.9% on USTB III dataset.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a methodology for ear localization and recognition is proposed which
reduces the pipeline for a biometric recognition system. The proposed framework
uses HOGwith SVM for ear localization and CNN for ear recognition. HOGdescrip-
tors depend on image gradient orientations which describe the shape of an object.
Hence, HOG features provide accurate and faster ear localization. Localization accu-
racy of 98.72% was achieved using HOG with SVM framework. CNN combines
feature extraction and ear recognition into one network. It has the ability to learn
most suitable features on a given training set resulting in optimized recognition.
The feasibility of the proposed technique has been evaluated on USTB III dataset.
This work demonstrates 97.9% average recognition accuracy using CNN without
any image preprocessing, which shows that the proposed approach is a promising in
the field of biometric recognition.
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